In survey sampling, finding an efficient sampling design, with both a logistically feasible sampling scheme and an efficient estimator is the ultimate goal. Some efficient estimators when used with complex sampling design have such complicated formula that calculations are impossible even by computers. This can be the case with the Murthy's estimator (1957) when used in designs with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement. This complexity of the estimator often means that the designs are not used to field studies in environmental studies, ecological studies, biological studies, and so on. In this paper, Murthy's estimator is approximated for sampling designs with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement. This approximation produces an estimator that is fairly simple to calculate. We use it for a real population, a contaminated area with arsenic in Kurdistan. The efficiency of the introduced sampling design is compared with other counterpart estimators. The auxiliary variable, arsenic concentration values in the soil are used to improve the efficiency of arsenic concentration estimator in plants.
INTRODUCTION
Surveys for rare populations is difficult, and when confronted with difficult conditions in the field study designing a survey scheme that will produce a sample with appropriate information to describe this population is very hard. In such cases, a probability sampling scheme that aims to select a sample with a large rate of rare units is desirable. An example of difficult field conditions is estimating the Arsenic (As) pollution value of soil or plants in a large area, when measuring the pollution for each unit involves an expensive and time consuming test. Moreover, when the polluted area is only a small subpopulation of wide area, the sample selection will be more cumbersome. A post stratification sampling design is a conventional method for estimating subpopulation parameters. This method has problems when applied to studies of rare subpopulation which the number of selected rare units is variable and it may be an insufficient value. To overcome such problem and to avoid selecting predetermined number of rare units, a kind of inverse sampling designs can be used. Haldane (1945) proposed inverse sampling in which one continues sampling until a predetermined number of rare events of interest is observed. In inverse sampling, it is guaranteed that a predetermined number of rare units are selected. Inverse sampling with unequal selection probabilities and with replacement was introduced by Greco and Naddeo (2007) . In Greco and Naddeo's sampling design, the sampling is continued until the predetermined numbers of rare units are selected. Since sampling is with replacement the number of distinct rare units may be smaller than the predetermined number of rare units. This is a very real problem and an unfortunate deficiency in studies of rare subpopulations.
In this study we use a simple sampling design and a simple estimator which has an acceptable efficiency. We use the conventional design of sampling with unequal selection probabilities. To overcome the risk of selecting a small number of rare units, we increase the chance of selecting rare units and decrease the chance of selecting none rare ones by appropriate defining selection probabilities. Auxiliary variables which correlated to the response variable can be used to determine these probability selections.
In survey sampling, sampling designs without replacement are usually more efficient than those that are with replacement. On the other hand, finding estimators for the with replacement case is easier. Some unbiased estimators are introduced for sampling with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement by Das(1951) , Raj(1956) , Murthy (1957) , and Rao et al. (1962) . Murthy's estimator is more efficient than Das's and Raj's estimator. Murthy's estimator was more studied by other authors like Pathak (1967a) , Pathak (1967b) , Rao and Bayless (1969) , Bayless and Rao (1970) , and Samiuddin et al. (1992) . Salehi and Seber (2001) generalized Murthy's estimator for any sequential sampling design.
The Murthy's estimator in the sampling with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement has a complicated formula and cannot be calculated without computers for medium or large samples. We introduce a method to approximate the Murthy's estimator. The approximated Murthy's estimator is less efficient than Murthy's estimator but it can be calculated quickly and it is easy for use. For example in a sample of size 6, Murthy's estimator is calculated based on 6! = 720 permutations, where the approximated estimator can be calculated based on 3 pairs of units with 2 permutations for each of them, or based on two sets with 3 units. The efficiency of Raj's estimator and approximated Murthy's estimator are accessed in a simulation study for As pollution in Kurdistan.
Dashkasan antimony -arsenic -gold deposit located in Kurdistan province, western Iran, is one of the most antimony producing areas in Iran; and is associated with elevated environmental levels of As, gold and antimony (Moritz et al., 2006) . This contamination originated in As-rich ores that were liberated both by the mining and smelting operations carried out in this area (Lescuyer et al., 2003) . Arsenic in soils, water and food is a global health concern due to its toxicity, even at low concentrations. Arseniccontaminated soil is one of the major sources of arsenic in drinking water ( Polya et al., 2008) . The concentration of arsenic in cereals, vegetables and fruits is directly related to the level of arsenic in the soil. Severe arsenic contamination of soils may cause arsenic toxicity in plants, animals, and humans (Warren et al., 2003) . Remediation of arsenic contaminated soils has thus become a major environmental issue. The promising technology available for the removal of As from contaminated soils is the phytoremediation technology, in which living plants are used to remove As from impacted soil (karimi et al., 2010) . Therefore the relationship of As concentration in soil and plants is good guide for knowing the fate of plants for remediation of As contaminated area.
Let U = {1, 2, ..., N } be the under studying population and the set {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p N } be the selection probabilities for units in the population, respectively. In sampling with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement, units are selected sequentially correspond to the set selection probability in each selection until to get the predetermined sample size n.
The probability of obtaining the ordered sample set s O = (i 1 , i 2 , ..., i n ), and the unordered sample set s = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i n } are given as follows. The sets are shown by s O = (1, 2, ..., n) and s = {1, 2, ..., n}, for simplicity.
where s Og is the gth permutation and g = 1, 2, ..., n!.
CONVENTIONAL ESTIMATORS
For this sampling design usually some estimators like, Das (1951) , Raj (1956) , Murthy (1957) , and Rao et al. (1962) are used. In this paper we introduce Das's estimator, Raj's estimator and Murthy's estimator, then we introduce an approximating method to calculating Murthy's estimator. Das (1951) introduced the following estimator for sampling with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement:
Das's estimator
where c r are such that n r=1 c r = 1, and for simplicity Das choose c r = n −1 and
In such an estimator the order of selection is taken into account, means the estimator is calculated based on s o . Raj (1956) introduced a series of estimators based on the order of selection given by Das (1951) , where the general form of the introduced estimator is as follows:
Raj's estimator
andτ i for i = 2, ..., n is given by: The final estimator is calculated as follows: Raj (1956) let a i = 1/n, therefore the estimator is given by:
3.3 Murthy's estimator Murthy (1957) improved Raj's estimator by Rao-Blackwel theorem, such that the estimator is given by calculating the expectation of Raj's estimator conditioned on minimal sufficient statistics s. Murthy's estimator which is a function of unordered sample set has the following form. Rao-Blackwel estimator can be calculated as followinĝ
In sampling with unequal selection probabilities and without replacement, P (s) is calculated from (1) and P (s|i) is given by:
where B i is the set of all permutations that ith unit is the first.
An approximating method for calculating Murthy's estimator
We approximate Murthy's estimator by computing Murthy's estimators for sequential paired units in the ordered set then combining the estimator values, by appropriate linear combination, into a single estimator. Let n be odd and the ordered set is partitioned into n/2 pairs (1, 2), (3, 4), ..., (n − 1, n). The first Murthy's estimator (1957) is calculated based on the first paired units, as:
An unbiased variance estimator ofτ M1 iŝ
The second Murthy's estimator is calculated based on the second paired units and conditioned on selecting the first pair, as:
An unbiased variance estimator ofτ M2 iŝ
...
The n/2th Murthy's estimator is calculated based on the last paired units and conditioned on selecting the previous pairs, as:
Now, the final estimator is calculated by linear combinationτ
In order to find the optimum values of a i such thatτ A be unbiased with minimum variance, assume the population size N is so large and the pairs are approximately independent. Therefore the optimum values for a i that guarantees unbiasedness and minimum variance ofτ A are given by:
It is clear that the optimum a i s are dependent on the parameters and cannot be given from the sample. We use the estimatorâ i in the linear combination as:
Then so:
Calculating the variance for the introduced estimator is difficult, for simplicity assume V ar(τ Mi ) V i in all pairs, therefor the variance is given by:
For simplicity of introduced approximated estimator, the sample is partitioned into some pairs units. Where the sample can be partitioned into some sets of 3, 4 or larger units. For example when the sample size is 20, we can partition the sample into 4 sets containing 5 units.
SIMULATION
We conduct a simulation study to estimate the efficiency of the approximated Murthy's estimator and Raj's estimator in the As contamination of Kurdistan population. Karimi et al. (unpublished data) determined the As concentration of soil and plants in an contaminant region of Dashkasan. A total of 50 plant samples belonging to 49 different species were collected from the different locations of study sites. The soil samples were taken near the roots of the plants (0 -10 cm depth). The process of measuring the As value in soil is easier than plants. In this simulation study, the As values in soil shown by x i for i = 1, 2, ..., 50 is assumed as an auxiliary variable and As values in plants shown by y i for N (0, 4) . The second population is the first 50 units and 50 simulated units as y i = −3.947 + 0.0874x i + e i where e i ∼ N (0, 20). We show such populations by a and b, respectively and they are shown in Figure (1) . We determine the efficiency of estimatorsτ R , andτ A . For each estimator correspond to n = 4, 6, 8, we calculate
i=1τ /40000 and stands for R and A. Correspond to each sample size, we have calculated the efficiency as:
The results summarized in Table ( 1) show that in the first population both of Raj's estimator and Approximated estimator are efficient, and for n = 4, 6 Approximated estimator is more efficient than Raj's estimator. In population a, ρ(x, y) = 0.89 and in population b, ρ(x, y) = 0.80. In population b which variables are less correlated, Raj's estimator is not efficient but Approximated estimator is efficient yet.
In environmental studies especially in estimating pollution, expensive and time consuming tests are needed. Therefore researchers are obligated to investigate an only part of the population instead of all the population. In order to generalize the results from these samples to all population, sampling designs based on probability statistical methods are needed. Efficient sampling designs are desirable, because they help in inferring the sample results to the population with a small cost and with accuracy. Information that is related to the target population, especially where the related information is relatively cheap to acquire, can be used in sampling designs to increase the efficiency. The introduced sampling design in this paper is more efficient than other counterpart sampling designs even when the available auxiliary information has only a weak association with the target population.
In surveys of Arsenic pollution, relatively low-cost information is usually available before the study, for instance: 1) the rate of dermatological lesion, hypertension and other symptoms of As toxicity in cattle or human beings, 2) previous studies regarding As content of water, soil and cattle, 3) environmental and geological information from previous studies, and 4) existence of gold and antimony mines or some contaminator manufacturing industries in the area. Such information can be used in the introduced sampling design which has an appropriate efficiency and can be calculated simply.
